Experimental tumor inhibitory and toxic properties of the mitomycin A analogue 7-(2-hydroxyethoxy) mitosane (BMY-25551).
BMY-25551, 7-(2-hydroxyethoxy)mitosane, was selected from a series of mitomycin A (MMA) analogues for more detailed study. As with other members of this class, it was shown to be 8 to 20 times more potent than mitomycin C (MMC) in cytotoxicity to murine and human tumor cell lines in vitro, in causing DNA cross links in vitro, and in dose levels for tumor inhibition in vivo. BMY-25551 appeared to be more effective in tumor inhibition than MMC against P388 leukemia and B16 melanoma in mice and comparable to MMC against L1210 leukemia and Madison 109 lung carcinoma. BMY-25551 was also comparable to MMC in hematologic depression in mice. Factors affecting its possible utility in humans are discussed.